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It is said that statistics should be used
when dealing with large numbers of particles.
When estimating the energy of a gas, vapour or mist,
only the average behaviour of millions of molecules
can ever be determined
through the use of numbers, metrics and mathematical models.

Air is loaded with particles
Suspended, swirling
Cool, temperate, oceanic.
infused, heavy with chemical remnants
Mesosphere / Stratosphere / Troposphere
A diaphanous volume of frenzied static
hemmed in by ozone.
Yet the average energy of the air
intimates itself to skin as the sensation we know as temperature
Alert and on end, hair follicles register the gradient
Of Celsius and Fahrenheit
Listen

*

The gauzy composition of the atmosphere,
Makes the air a poor conductor of acoustic signals.
After a lightning flash
The rumble radiates concentric
from a point outside and overhead.
Sound lags behind light.

Coursing through solid bodies
The sound waves will travel faster than those moving
Through numberless flows of particulate matter,
Through metric tonnes of airborne carbon,
Vapourised and atomised,
Diffuse in the sky.



Gauge in miles your mean proximity to the source:
Observe the interval after the lightning flash.
Count on fingers the seconds it takes
For shockwaves to roll over fields, treetops and satellite dishes
Until the pulse immerses the room in sound.
Touching all surfaces.
Particles, unseen and rippling,
confide in eardrum / commune with cortex
Intimacy subtle as a whisper.
Divide the number of seconds by three
As the beat continues past you,
indifferent and diminishing

*

Mists laden with fugitive dust
disclose themselves to stone statues.
Etching delicate details with silent flecks
of Ethane, Propane, Butane.
From their softened contours the conservationist will infer a graph
Charting acidified dew loaded with strange PH values,
unseasonal winds, increased rainfall.
Discernible outlines dissolve
like figures obscured by fog.

Meanwhile the lichens that speckle their features
intercept ambient air toxins.
They murmur them through pigment and shape
Like frozen flare gun explosions
quietly signalling to those willing to heed.

To rub your hand over the statue’s surface
is to decipher a strange brail
Lossy and indistinct
A measure of an inability to see.


